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Renesas partners Codeplay
on framework for SoCs
The monthly magazine for automotive electronics engineers

Arm and Denso join
on automated driving

Arm and Denso are collaborating to design automotive semiconductor
device reference platforms for highly automated driving systems
and vehicle control.
Denso has licensed the
Arm Cortex-R52 processor so it can achieve
higher levels of functional safety coupled with
the right levels of performance.
“Partnering with Arm
gives us access to its vast
ecosystem and will allow
us to continue to drive towards enabling the next
generation of safe, highly

automated driving systems and vehicle control,”
said
Hideki
Sugimoto, project general
manager at Denso. “As
the automotive revolution
continues, our focus is on
working with partners to
build the right technologies to meet changing industry
needs.
We
evaluated the Cortex-R52
and concluded that the
processor’s functional
safety capabilities were
an excellent match for advanced future automotive
applications.”
Denso, along with its
newly established sub-

Arm and Denso collaborate on self-driving cars

sidiary NSitexe, will
work to further enhance
these products.
Denso made use of the
Arm cycle models to
evaluate the processor’s
capabilities ahead of its
selection, allowing it to
demonstrate its performance and confirming the
Cortex-R52 as suitable
for functional safety and
performance.
“As the automotive revolution continues to
gather pace, the supply
chain is transforming to
ensure it can deliver the
promise of a cleaner,
safer, automated future,”
said Lakshmi Mandyam,
vice president at Arm.
“This new partnership illustrates that by combining
real-time
and
extended levels of functional safety with powerefficient performance,
Arm’s processors are rapidly becoming the IP of
choice for these increasingly demanding automotive applications.”
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Codeplay Software is delivering ComputeAorta,
its Open CL open standard-based
software
framework, for Renesas
R-Car SoCs. The framework will be available
first on the R-Car H3 as a
proof of concept, then focusing on the V3M and
other R-Car SoCs from
the Renesas Autonomy
platform for adas and automated driving.
The framework is designed to support software development for the
R-Car’s latest image
recognition IP, the ImpX5, a multi-threading
core optimised for computer vision and cognitive
processing.
Codeplay will also
provide R-Car with
ComputeCpp, an implementation of the Sycl
open standard, enabling
single source C++ software for high-level and
object-oriented programming.
The result of this collaboration provides developers with standard
software development
tools and support for a
wide range of opensource computer vision or
deep learning software,
such as the TensorFlow
library.
The
ComputeAorta
framework provides an
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Open CL hardware abstraction layer that enables tier-ones and OEMs
to take advantage of the
full computing performance from R-Car SoCs,
especially Imp-X5 com-

puter vision IP.
“Computing performance is an essential factor
in enabling highly-advanced computing platforms for autonomous
cars,” said Jean-Francois

Chouteau, VP of Renesas.
“Renesas’ exclusive ImpX5 computer vision IP
plays a key role within
the R-Car SoCs to deliver
these advanced features
and enhance safety.”

Continental invests €95m in Lithuanian plant

This is what Continental’s automotive electronics production plant in
Lithuania is expected to look like. The ground-breaking ceremony is
scheduled for the middle of 2018, and Continental plans to invest €95m
over the next five years, creating around 1000 jobs.
“Building the first Continental plant in Lithuania is an important part
of our growth strategy in Europe,” said Continental’s Hans-Jürgen Braun.
“With this, we are continuing to expand our electronics production and
European presence to be able to better satisfy our customers’ growing
demand for automotive electronics.”
Thanks to support from the Lithuanian government, construction
should be completed by the middle of 2019.
Body, security and adas products will be manufactured on a production
site of initially 16,000 square metres. These include door and seat control
units, gateways and intelligent glass control units, and radar sensors for
comfort functions such as adaptive cruise control and safety functions
such as emergency brake assist.
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Nextchip licenses
Ceva for adas vision

Nextchip has licensed the
Ceva-XM4 imaging and
vision platform for its
Apache 4 vision-based
pre-processor for realtime adas vision systems.
The fabless company
has incorporated the programmable vision platform
alongside
its
differentiated image processing accelerators to
enable adas applications.
“We developed the
Apache 4 to provide affordable and scalable
adas for the mass market,” said Kyoungsoo

Kim, CEO of Nextchip.
“Ceva’s industry-leading
vision platform adds a
high degree of flexibility
to enable differentiated,
machine vision-related
adas products. Ceva’s
long-standing experience
and success in computer
vision and artificial intelligence makes them the
ideal partner for Nextchip
to address new generations of adas.”
The Apache 4 is a vision-based pre-processor
SoC. With a dedicated
subsystem of image pro-

cessing accelerators and
optimised software, it reduces the main ECU’s
workloads by as much as
70% with improved performance, to allow all detection algorithms to
operate simultaneously.
The device incorporates
dedicated detection engines that include pedestrian, vehicle, lane and
moving object detection.
The embedded CevaXM4 imaging and vision
platform lets users develop differentiated adas
applications using high-

Radiant helps Molex design USB modules

level software programming.
“Nextchip’s selection of
the Ceva-XM4 is another
endorsement of the
unique capabilities of our
vision IP and its value
proposition for the adas
market,” said Gideon
Wertheizer, CEO of Ceva.
“The Apache 4 brings key
adas features within reach
of every car manufacturer
and model, moving us
closer to a world of enhanced driver safety and,
ultimately, safer roads.”

Molex says it has improved the design and
testing of illuminated
USB connectivity modules used in automotive
dashboards through a collaboration with Radiant
Vision Systems.
By using Radiant’s ProMetric imaging colourimeter, Molex design
engineers have enhanced
their design, measurement and production capabilities for illuminated
components, such as halo
lighting on USB ports and
auxiliary jacks.
“Utilising the ProMetric
colourimeter
allows

Molex designers and engineers to deliver a consistent product,” said
Alfonse Drechsler, mechanical projects engineer
at Molex. “We can find
and eliminate hot spots
that cannot be seen by the
naked eye. This saves not
only time, but reduces
costs to our customers.
The collaboration with
Radiant has made these
improvements possible.”
The use of LED lighting for connectivity modules has become common
for automotive design
teams. Part of that design
includes maintaining uni-

form colour and brightness as well as ensuring
the harmonisation of all
in-vehicle lighting.
Molex offers in-house
expertise to its automotive customers to advise
on the use of lighting and
light measurement.
It develops its own
lighting systems, combining LEDs with custom
diffuse
polycarbonate
material.
The lighting improves
the appearance of the car
while providing wayfinding for connecting personal devices.
The ProMetric imager

uses CCD-based imaging
to perform light measurements at all points at
once. This allows engineers to verify their design and ensure uniform
lighting
distribution
across all aspects of the
application.
Molex has also integrated a ProMetric system into its automated
quality control station at
its production facility in
China. Using the imaging
colourimeter lets Molex
measure and control production parts in real time,
ensuring consistent and
high-quality lighting.

Cadillac CT6 adopts Seeing Machines driver monitoring technology

The 2018 Cadillac CT6
will use the Fovio driver
monitoring
system
(DMS) from Australian
company Seeing Machines as part of its
hands-free driving system
for highways. This is the
automotive production
debut for the technology.
Overcoming the prob-

lems of reliable driver
monitoring is critical in
hands-free driving systems to address the need
for keeping drivers engaged and prepared to retake control of the vehicle
when required. The General Motors Super Cruise
system uses Fovio vision
technology to enable a

Driver monitoring system for Cadillac CT6
Page 3, November 2017

gumdrop-sized infra-red
camera on the steering
wheel column to determine accurately the driver’s attention state.
This is accomplished
through a precise measure
of head orientation and
eyelid movements under
a full range of day and
night driving conditions
including the use of sunglasses. If the driver looks
away from the road or
closes their eyes for more
than a few seconds, a
light bar integrated into
the steering wheel will
flash to guide the driver’s
attention back to the road.
If the system determines that the driver is

continuing to ignore the
road, intentionally or otherwise, a series of escalating visual, audible and
seat vibration alerts are
employed. This is followed, eventually, by an
automatic safe stop of the
vehicle if the driver does
not, or cannot, return their
attention to the road.
“Keeping the driver engaged is one of the requirements for Super
Cruise,” said Jon Lauckner, GM’s chief technology officer. “With the
help of Seeing Machines
we were able to develop a
driver attention system
that was effective, but not
intrusive.”
Vehicle Electronics
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AT&T, Ford, Qualcomm and
Nokia plan C-V2X trials
AT&T, Ford, Nokia and
Qualcomm are helping
accelerate the development of connected cars
with the first announced
cellular-V2X (C-V2X)
trials in the USA.
Testing is expected to
take place at the San
Diego Regional Proving
Ground with the support
of the San Diego Association of Governments,
Caltrans, the city of
Chula Vista and intelligent
transportation
provider McCain.

The goal is to demonstrate the potential of CV2X, including support
for improved automotive
safety, automated driving
and traffic efficiency. The
trials will also demonstrate to car makers and
road operators the anticipated cost-efficient benefits associated with
embedded cellular technology in vehicles and
synergies between the deployment of cellular base
stations and roadside infrastructure. Initial testing

is expected to begin later
this year.
Using direct communications mode, C-V2X is
designed to help expand
the role of wireless technology for road safety applications by facilitating
the ability of vehicles to
communicate
directly
with other vehicles,
pedestrian devices and
roadside infrastructure,
such as traffic signs and
construction zones, using
the 5.9GHz band without
the involvement of a cel-

Mitsubishi monitor keeps
watch on driver and passenger

At the Tokyo Motor
Show, Mitsubishi Electric
announced it had developed an in-vehicle monitoring system with a
single wide-angle camera
to detect both the driver
and front passenger simultaneously.
Conventional in-vehicle
monitoring systems generally use a single camera
to analyse the driver’s
face for drowsiness or
distraction.
More recent imaging
systems monitor the
driver as well as the front
passenger, but require
several cameras.
Mitsubishi has refined

this concept by developing a technology that uses
just one wide-angle camera to identify both the
face and hand gestures of
driver and front passenger. This should let
OEMs offer a range of
safety and personalisation
features at a lower cost.
“Monitoring both frontseat occupants not only
lets us check driver-centric safety behaviour, but
also allows us to support
additional gesture inputs
for in-cab systems such as
climate control or audio,”
said Mark Vogel, senior
product
development
manager at Mitsubishi
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Electric. “Providing a
mix of safety and convenience features within the
same monitoring system
is critical as the line between those disciplines
continue to blur.”
With features in development to monitor upper
body position and detect
slumping or collapsing,
this technology may soon
be able to identify medical emergencies, such as
a heart attack or stroke. In
such circumstances, the
vehicle could take immediate action by dialling
emergency services or
even rerouting to a nearby
hospital.

lular network or cellular
network subscription.
Complementary
to
other adas sensors, such
as cameras, radar and
lidar, C-V2X is designed
to support 360-degree
non-line-of-sight awareness, and is designed to
extend a vehicle’s ability
to see, hear and understand the environment
down the road, at blind
intersections, or in bad
weather conditions.
For this trial, C-V2X
platforms are expected to
be installed in Ford vehicles using the Qualcomm
9150 C-V2X device to
facilitate direct communications, and are complemented by AT&T’s 4G
LTE network and ITS
platform that takes advantage of wireless base stations and multi-access
edge computing technology from Nokia.
McCain will help facilitate the integration with
existing and emerging
traffic signal control infrastructure.
“Leveraging the evolution of embedded cellular
technologies for V2X
communications holds
great potential to advance
safety benefits to all road
users,” said Cameron
Coursey, vice president at
AT&T.
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Delphi acquires autonomous
driving start-up NuTonomy

Delphi Automotive is to
acquire autonomous driving start-up NuTonomy
for an upfront purchase
price of $400m and earnouts totalling about
$50m.
Founded in 2013 by
Karl Iagnemma and
Emilio Frazzoli and recently named a World
Economic Forum Technology Pioneer, NuTonomy
is
developing
proprietary full-stack autonomous driving software for the global
automated mobility ondemand (AMoD) market.
The company will add
more than 100 employees, including 70 engineers and scientists, to
Delphi’s more than 100member
autonomous
driving team, while increasing Delphi’s access
to new customers and
markets in the emerging
mobility space.
“We are delighted to
welcome Karl, Emilio
and their talented team to
Delphi,” said Delphi’s
president and chief executive officer Kevin Clark.
“The combination of the
NuTonomy and Ottomatika
autonomous
driving teams, along with
Delphi’s industry-leading
portfolio of perception
systems and smart vehicle
architecture, further enhances our competitive

Vehicle scan

Insurance claims company Audatex is introducing a vehicle scan,
diagnostic and repair system that scans computer
systems in vehicles to ensure their operability before putting them back on
the road after a collision
or mechanical repair.
“As the growing population of smart cars and
adas equipped vehicles
Acquisition should boost Delphi’s connected car
escalates, so does the
need to properly diagnose
the systems when those
position as the industry’s development.
most formidable provider
“Our mission has al- vehicles have been in an
of autonomous mobility. ways been to radically accident and require elecThis transaction is an- improve the safety, effi- tronics or mechanical reother example of our on- ciency and accessibility pair,” said Don Mikrut,
going dedication to of transportation world- vice president at Audatex.
developing, implement- wide,” said Iagnemma. “This vehicle health
ing and commercialising “Joining forces with Del- check provides the autothe highest performing phi brings us one step motive repair industry
and safest autonomous closer to achieving our with the ability to confidriving system avail- goal with a market-lead- dently scan, diagnose and
able.”
ing partner whose vision confirm the full health of
NuTonomy will con- directly aligns with ours. those cars’ electronics.”
tinue to be based in Together, we will set the
Boston, Massachusetts, global standard for excel- Samsung-TÜV SÜD
where both companies lence in autonomous driv- Samsung Electronics and
TÜV SÜD have develcurrently operate AMoD ing technology.”
pilot programmes.
The acquisition is the oped a testing programme
Upon completion of the latest in a series of invest- for Samsung’s automotransaction, Delphi will ments Delphi has made to tive LED components.
have autonomous driving expand its position in the The programme was unoperations in Boston, mobility space, including veiled at the TÜV SÜD’s
Pittsburgh, Singapore, the acquisition of soft- Korean headquarters.
The agreement marks
Santa Monica and Silicon ware developer OtValley.
tomatika and data service the first time an automoThis will give Delphi 60 companies Control-Tec tive LED component
maker has partnered with
autonomous cars on the and Movimento.
The transaction is sub- a major testing and certiroad across three continents by the end of the ject to customary closing fication company to test
year, with the goal to ac- conditions and is ex- the quality, performance
celerate global fleet ex- pected to close before the and reliability of automotive LED components.
pansion and technology end of the year.
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NXP to establish R&D centre in China

NXP Semiconductors is
establishing an applications development centre
for automotive electronics in Chongqing, China.
NXP says the centre
will help China’s domestic car makers gain the
needed knowledge and
expertise to build ECUs
using NXP technology.
“Over the past 30 years,
NXP has very successfully established a deep
cooperation with China’s
auto industry,” said Kurt
Sievers, executive vice
president of NXP Automotive. “NXP trusts that
through the establishment
of the new applications
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development centre we
can introduce cuttingedge technology for
Chongqing, cultivate innovative personnel and
promote the common development of the regional
industry ecosystem.
“Looking to the future,
the centre will help
China’s wider auto industry contribute to the development of intelligent,
safe and secure mobility.”
Chongqing, a city with
more than 30 million inhabitants in south-west
China, plays a vital role in
China’s modern automobile industry. As the country’s largest automobile

production base with 14
vehicle manufacturers,
Chongqing has identified
automotive growth as a
key strategic pillar and
seeks to build its strength
and competitive edge by
expanding its semiconductor capabilities.
“Chongqing is targeting
global market demand
and focusing on automotive electronics research
and development to promote industrial transformation and upgrading,”
said Wu Cunrong, executive vice mayor of
Chongqing. “We hope
that the application centre
will enhance the capabil-

ity of Chongqing in auto
electronics R&D, improve the industrial
ecosystem and enhance
the vitality of industrial
development. I hope the
project can start construction as soon as possible,
so we can benefit from its
research and development capacity.”
The facility will aim to
provide products, reference designs and application support.
The agreement outlines
a 15-year minimum window of commitment, the
hiring of 100 people and
joint investment to create
conditions for growth.
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Connected car middleware
meets global standards

Anticipating its use in
connected cars, Hitachi
has made its C2X middleware platform, which
uses wireless communications between two vehicles or between a road
and a vehicle, support the
ITS intelligent transport
systems standard in
Japan. It already supports
standards in Europe and
America.
The platform is used for
real-time wireless communications between two
vehicles or between a C2X middleware platform overview
road and a vehicle. It supports application develop- support by using wireless vehicles to exchange inment related to driving communications to allow formation, including ve-

Omniair programme certifies V2X devices
The Omniair Consortium
has launched a vehicle-toeverything (V2X) device
certification programme
for connected vehicles.
The announcement was
made at the Plugfest by
the Bay to device makers,
test-houses and test tool
providers from nearly a
dozen countries.
“Launching Omniair’s
independent, third-party
testing and certification
programme for V2XDSRC connected vehicle
products is the culmination of a decade’s work,”
said Jason Conley, executive director at Omniair.

“We are entering an exciting time and the work we
are doing will save lives
across the globe.”
As part of the certification process, Omniair approved test equipment
and listed systems from
Spirent Technologies and
Danlaw as qualified test
equipment for the programme.
“Spirent is proud to be a
member of this device
certification programme
driven by the Omniair
Consortium,” said Abhitesh Kastuar, Spirent’s
general manager for automotive. “As a well-estab-
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lished provider of V2X
standards compliance test
solutions, Spirent is helping automotive manufacturers around the globe
meet their requirements
regarding functionality,
interoperability and performance. We are committed to continue with
our efforts to support future protocols and other
standard specifications
for this technology, as industry needs arise.”
Bureau Veritas Group
company 7Layers is the
first Omniair authorised
test laboratory for testing
DSRC-V2X devices.

hicle-related information
such as the position,
speed and control of automobiles, and road infrastructure
information
such as obtained from
surrounding signposts
and roadside sensors.
Since the platform supports the major specifications of the world,
companies such as automobile parts manufacturers
and
wireless
communications equipment manufacturers can
develop C2X-targeted
applications for a global
market regardless of
differences in message
formats and communications protocols of various
specifications.
The standard specifications for wireless communications are different
depending on the country,
and developers of C2Xtargeted
applications
must do separate development according to each
specification, which increases the number of design and development
steps, and the number of
test steps.
With this, it will be possible to support the ITS
standard specifications of
Europe, America and
Japan, and to switch
among these standards by
parameter settings.
Vehicle Electronics

LIVING
THE DREAM
Steve Rogerson reports from
last month’s VDI Congress
ELIV in Bonn, Germany
Page 11, November 2017
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BONN VOYAGE

Moving home is never
easy. But when what
needed moving was the
international VDI congress ELIV after 17 successful events in Baden
Baden, then there was understandably a little anxiousness from the 1700
participants and 130 exhibitors as they entered
the World Conference
Centre in Bonn last
month.
They needn’t have worried. The former capital
of West Germany was
well able to deal with the
influx, though there were
teething problems, notably with the complex
multi-level layout of the
exhibition area that saw
some companies ridiculously busy while others
had a dead aisle for most
of the show; a fairly large
percentage of the attendees never found some of
the stands.
But the move had to be
made. “We were running
out of space in Baden
Baden,” Uwe Michael,
vice president of Porsche,
told delegates as he
opened the event.
ELIV, which stands for
ELectronics In Vehicles,
bills itself as the most important industry meeting
for experts in the automotive electronics industry,
and with some justifica-

tion given the high quality of speakers and exhibitors. And, as Michael
pointed out, it is the right
time to bring these people
together given the challenges facing the industry
today.
Unsurprisingly, a survey of delegates found
the top issues in the
minds of those visitors
were autonomous driving, cyber security and emobility.
“It is good to see cyber
security ranked so high,”
said Michael. “Security is
paramount.”

For safety and security,
the automotive industry is
starting to learn lessons
from aerospace, and one
software and system development company –
TechConnect – started in
aerospace and is now
bringing those lessons to
connected cars.
“We gained our knowledge in the aerospace sector,” said senior business
consultant Guido Bücker.
‘The software tools are
the same more and more.
Both are going more
agile. There is not a big
difference between the

two sectors, just don’t tell
them.”
He said the aviation
guys, though, wonder
how the automotive guys
always get their product
to market on time. And
the automotive guys are
puzzled at how the aerospace guys always manage to get their first
product to work properly.
“We see talent going
both ways from one to the
other,” said Bücker.
Also on Michael’s list
of challenges were big
data, a point picked up by
Elmar Frickenstein, sen-

Chethan Ningaraju: “Advancements in machine learning
will be at the centre of this revolution.”
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Kathy Winter: “This
industry can be a
really cool area to
work in.”

Elmar Frickenstein:
“Our approach to
work will have to
change.”

Frerk Fitzek: “We
would like to have a
large cross-industry
collaboration.”

Nicole Beringer: “We
could do better if the
vehicle could look
around the corner.”

ior vice president at
BMW, who said that the
sheer amount of data
being produced could not
be handled without artificial intelligence (AI),
which would be key for
autonomous driving.
And Kathy Winter, general manager of Intel’s
autonomous driving division, said that initially the
industry would have to
collect more data than
was needed.
“You have to think
about all the sensors in
the vehicle that are producing these data to show
the environment round
the vehicle,” she said.
“There are probably more
sensors than we need but
that is because we are on
the learning curve. And
some of these sensors are
better in different conditions.”
These sensors are gathering information about
what is going on around

the vehicle but the next
stage will be crowdsourced data.
“These can be shared
by all the vehicles in the
cloud,” she said, “and
pushed down to all the
vehicles. Then there are
personal data, which we
might not want to share
but could be useful, such
as what coffee shops we
like.”
Shared data could also
help with the tricky problem of when an autonomous car wants the
driver to retake control.
One of the problems with
this, explained Nicole
Beringer,
programme
manager at Elektrobit Automotive, was that the
driver may have become
distracted or even fallen
asleep.
By the time the car has
caught the driver’s attention, it could be too late
for the takeover forcing
the vehicle to come to a

stop by itself.
“This is not satisfactory,” she said. “We could
do better if the vehicle
could look around the
corner to predict the point
when the driver will have
to take over. This could
include using information
from vehicles ahead.”
She said her company
had made use of a cloudbased environment model
to overcome the limitations of GPS and sensors
by extending the sensor
range using other vehicles.

“This could lead to better traffic prediction and
route mapping,” she said.
NVidia also sees AI as
key. “The self driving car
needs to see around itself,” said Chethan
Ningaraju, development
technology engineer at
NVidia. “It needs to
recognise traffic signals,
lane markings and so on.
You need to train the neural networks for different
scenarios. You need to
collect data from all over
so you can adapt to the
different situations. Ad-
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Uwe Michael:
“Security is
paramount.”
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vancements in machine
learning will be at the
centre of this revolution.”
However, Frickenstein
said no one company
could take the autonomous driving route
alone, and called for more
industry collaboration to
bring this to reality.
“Our approach to work
will have to change fundamentally,” he said. “We
want to have a fleet of autonomous vehicles on the
road by 2021, and we
can’t get everything done
on our own. To get autonomous driving on the

road, we have to take a
different work approach.
We do not know the tasks
we will need in three
years’ time.”
His colleague Frerk
Fitzek, BMW’s head of
modules, added: “We
would like to have a large
cross-industry collaboration.”
Winter agreed. She
said: “The only way we
are going to get there fast
is through standardisation
and collaboration.” This
included partnering universities to find the software engineers, robotic

Guido
Bücker:
“We see
talent going
both ways.”

engineers and others.
“It can be a really cool
area to work in,” she said.
“It will create mobility
for all, for seniors, for
those with mobility problems.”

Frickenstein
added:
“Autonomous driving
will be of great benefit for
your customers. We will
be able to organise transport in a much more flexible way.”

Serial link supports Gigabit Ethernet
Maxim launched the latest device in its GMSL
gigabit multimedia serial
link range.This is a range
that has been going since
2003 and the latest version is a serdes with Gigabit Ethernet support.
“We are in our fifth
generation of this technology,” said Kent Robinett, vice president for
business management.
The technology simultaneously transports HD
video, audio, control information, aggregated
sensor data and Gigabit
Ethernet over 15m of a
single coaxial cable or 10
to 15m of shieldedtwisted pair cabling.
Since the technology

SiC notes

it was being used for battery chargers and DC-DC
devices.
“For inverters, nobody
today is using SiC,” he
said. “SiC inverters we
will see in 2020 or 2021
with several OEMs.
There will be some next

Whereas the cost versus
performance ratio has led
to the use of silicon carbide (SiC) in DC-DC devices for electric vehicle
battery charging, where
the business case is good,
it is still not ready for use
in inverters, said Hans
Adlkofer, head of Infineon’s automotive systems group.
“SiC is more expensive,” he said. “The system cost has to justify that
over time. With more volume, it can be cost effective. SiC is more efficient
and requires less space.”
He said in automotive, Hans Adlkofer

Part of the ELIV exhibition area
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can transport multimegapixel images without compression, it can
support machine vision
technology that’s becoming integral for safety features such as object and
pedestrian detection.
The serdes technology
also has a built-in spreadspectrum capability that
reduces electromagnetic
interference in the link.
“Today’s vehicles are
already
incorporating
more safety and entertainment features that are
driving up interface bandwidth demands,” said
Robinett. “Tomorrow’s
cars will become remote
workstations during the
daily commute or enter-
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Kent Robinett: “Adas features are desirable.”

tainment centres on a
long road trip, further increasing the need for fast
transport and processing

year for test cars. We still
have to learn what are the
possibilities for SiC. The
main driver is efficiency.”
• Infineon is working
with Osram on LED
lighting projects.
“With LEDs, we can
configure the light,” said
Adlkofer. “We want to
control it so it comes
down in certain areas.”
He said the two companies had developed a matrix with 10,000 pixels
per
lamp
element.
Today’s on the road systems have about 64 pixels
but Adlkofer believes it
will be least two years before the 10,000 pixel unit
makes it to road cars.

of multiple data types.
GMSL serdes technology
paves the way for 4K
video, sensor data aggregation, Gigabit Ethernet
and audio, helping design
smarter, safer cars for the
future.”
Though he was cautious
about when autonomous
cars would become the
norm, he said the adas
technology being developed towards this goal
was producing benefits
today.
“We know in Tokyo in
2020 in the Olympic Village there will be autonomous cars,” he said.
“When they will become
a large percentage of consumer automobiles, I
don’t know. But even if
you can’t get full autonomy, these adas features
are highly desirable.”
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Getting out of a jam

Secure updates
over the air
Argus Cyber Security and
Continental-subsidiary
Elektrobit unveiled a joint
end-to-end system for delivering
over-the-air
(OTA) software updates.
Built to address automotive software update
problems, the modular
system includes on-board
client, delta technology,
scalable and fault-tolerant
backend, and secure endto-end-communications
and data storage. There is
a platform for software
management and support
for diagnostic and device
management protocols.
“The backend system

can orchestrate an OTA
update over a fleet,” said
Yaron Galula, CTO of
Argus, which has since
been taken over by Continental. “We have optimised this to reduce the
downtime in the vehicle.
These updates need to be
transparent and not fail.
We wanted to reduce the
time of the update and the
time to apply.”
The background update
downloads the data while
the vehicle is running.
“But this can be costly
as you need enough space
on flash for two versions,
the active one and the

Johannes Wisbauer

electronics engineer at
Audi. Rather, he sees the
key being integrated into
existing consumer devices, such as smartphones.
These will be able to
store keys and share them
when needed. And each
could store the keys for
several vehicles.
“There can be situations
where people need access
to several vehicles without the owners being
present,” he said. “Car
dealers can use this for
convenient transfer of vehicles; it adds simplicity
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therefore as important as
sensors for creating the
environment model.
“We have to see what

the road ahead looks
like,” he said. “We are
talking about real-time
capable HD maps.”

Force is with Cypress

Yaron Galula (left) and Lior Hammer

new one,” said Argus researcher Lior Hammer.
“We have patent-pending
algorithms to solve this.”
A key element in the
system is making sure the
car will not refuse to start
because a bad update has
been downloaded.
“We address this by try-

ing to predict if the vehicle is going to fail,” said
Hammer. “And you must
have security. Argus is a
security company and security is part of our ongoing design process. We
use industry standards to
make sure OTA will not
affect vehicle security.”

What is turning the key factors?

The idea of having one
key per vehicle is a thing
of the past, believes Johannes Wisbauer, body

Almost a third of the traf- “To do this, we need to
fic in Munich is made up have a digital image of
of people looking for a the environment.”
parking space, and BMW
An HD map he said was
wants to help reduce that,
according to Jochen
Kirschbaum, the car
maker’s head of collaborations, roadmaps and
projects.
“We want to help people find parking spaces
and pay for them,” he
said. This he said was the
principal behind the company’s ParkNow app.
But now that was being
taken further using location-based vehicle centric
services.
“We have a vision of
never being stuck in traffic jams, the lights are always green and I don’t
have to drive,” he said.

to the service process.
Workshop staff could
pick up your car at your
house while you are away
because you can transfer
the key to them. It is a
thing of the past that the
vehicle owner is always
there.”
Car hire could also be
simplified, he said.
“When I arrive at the
airport and want a rental
car, there is no need to go
to the counter and fill in
forms to get the key,” he
said.
He
acknowledged
though that such a system

needed to offer a level of
security better or equal to
existing keys.
“But the more you protect the key, the more
complex you make the
system,” he said.
He said to solve this,
Audi had combined NFC
technology with a secure
element. And NFC had
the added advantage of
working with low or no
battery.
“I can still use it of my
smartphone is down,” he
said. “And with a digital
key, you can delete or disable it over the air.”
Vehicle Electronics

Jochen Kirschbaum
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Cypress Semiconductor hopes to see its force touchscreen technologies
in road cars within the next two years, according to the firm’s senior
principal Thorsten Kistler (pictured).
“We are talking with OEMs and tier ones,” he said. “This comes from
the consumer world where the likes of Apple have 3D touch technology.
Automotive customers are looking for the same kind of thing.”
As well as registering standard touch, the Cypress system also registers
the force of the touch. This could be useful in a navigation system for
bringing up an extra menu on a point of interest for, say, calling them or
getting directions.
“It can also be useful for avoiding unintentional presses, say if your
hand brushes lightly over the screen,” said Kistler. “That can be
important for safety.”
Cypress does not make the actual sensors but the touch controller.
The change in force creates a change in capacitance that the controller
measures.
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DESIGN
acceleration
Giles Peckham and Adam Taylor show how to speed up
design in vehicle electronics with a system optimising compiler
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utomotive electrical
systems have experienced
rapid technological
growth. Modern automobiles have
evolved from simple engine
electrical systems, coupled with
an AM radio, to modern vehicles
containing several advanced
electronic systems, performing
such functions as engine control,
adas, traction and stability control
to infotainment and, in some
cutting-edge applications, the
ability for autonomous operation.
This significant increase in the
deployment of electronics within
automobiles brings with it several
challenges that must be addressed
by the designers:

• Performance – Real-time, low
latency and highly deterministic
performance is required to
implement many vehicle features
such as adas, ECU, traction and
stability control.
• Security – Automotive
electronic systems implement
critical functionality where
malfunction could result in injury
or loss of life. Systems must

therefore implement information
assurance and anti-tamper
techniques to prevent
unauthorised modifications.
• Safety – Must conform within
the automotive safety integrity
levels as defined by ISO 26262.
• Interfacing – Must be able to
interface with a wide range of
sensors, drives and other
actuators.
• Power efficiency – Must operate
efficiently within a constrained
power budget.
• Software defined - Enabling
flexibility to address the differing
standards and conditions in a
range of markets.

To address these challenges,
developers of automotive
electronic systems are deploying
heterogeneous system on chip
(SoC) devices. Heterogeneous
devices combine a processing
unit, usually multi-core, with one
or multiple heterogeneous coprocessors for example GPU, DSP
or programmable logic.
Combining a processing unit
with programmable logic forms a

SOFTWARE TOOLS
tightly integrated system, enabling
the inherent parallel nature of the
programmable logic to be
leveraged. This allows the
programmable logic to be used to
implement high-performance
algorithms and interfacing, while
the processing system implements
higher-level decision making,
communications and system
management functions. When
combined, this enables the
creation of a more responsive,
deterministic and power efficient
system thanks to the ability to
offload processing into the
programmable logic.
When it comes to interfacing,
the heterogeneous SoC can
support a range of industrystandard interfaces that can be
implemented via the processing
system or the programmable
logic. Crucially, legacy and
bespoke interfaces can be
implemented using the
programmable logic thanks to the
flexibility of the IO structures.
This does, however, require the
addition of an external phy to
achieve the physical layer of the

Fig. 1: Results of tracing an example application:
Orange = software, Green = accelerated function and Blue = transfer
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Fig. 2: Selecting functions for acceleration using a system
optimising compiler
protocol providing any-to-any
connectivity.
Some heterogeneous SoCs
facilitate several device-level and
system-level security aspects that
can be implemented with ease.
These devices provide the ability
to encrypt and authenticate the
boot and configuration process.
If the processor core is based
upon Arm processors, then
Trustzone can be used to secure
the software environment. With
Trustzone, the development team
can create orthogonal worlds
limiting software access to the
underlying hardware, with the use
of a hypervisor. There are also
several additional design choices,
such as functional isolation, which
can be implemented in the design
to strengthen further the security
dependent upon the requirements.
The traditional development
flow of a heterogeneous SoC
segments the design between the
Vehicle Electronics

processor system and the
programmable logic. This has in
the past required two development
teams, which increased the nonrecurring engineering cost,
development time and technical
risk. This approach also fixed
design functions as being in the
processor cores or the
programmable logic, making later
optimisations difficult.

What was required was a
development tool that enabled
software defined development of
the entire device, with the ability
to move functions from processor
cores to programmable logic as
required, without the need to be
an HDL specialist.
This is where a system
optimising compiler can be used.
Such a compiler enables software
definition of the entire system
behaviour using high-level
languages such as C, C++ or
Open CL. Functional partitioning
between processor and the
programmable logic is then
performed using the system
optimising compiler, which has
the capacity to move functions
seamlessly between running in the
processor or being implemented
in the programmable logic.
The identification of which
functions are causing bottlenecks
can be performed using inbuilt
timers within the processing
system to time the execution of
functions, creating a list of
bottleneck functions. These
bottleneck functions are then
candidates for acceleration into
the programmable logic using the
system optimising compiler.

Fig. 3: Resource and performance estimation
using a system optimising compiler
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Table 1: AES acceleration results for different operating systems
when using a system optimising compiler
Operating system

PS only

PS with
PL acceleration

Reduction

Stand-alone
Free Rtos
Linux

28574
28368
36662

7102
7104
16544

75%
75%
54.8%

This movement between the
processing and programmable
logic is enabled by the compiler’s
combination of high-level
synthesis, a tool that can convert
C, C++ and Open CL into a
Verilog or VHDL description, and
a software-defined connectivity
framework. The framework
seamlessly connects the results of
the HLS into the software
application, letting the design
team move functions between the
processor and the programmable
logic with the click of a button.
Of course, when users move
functionality to the programmable
logic they also gain a significant
performance increase, which
comes naturally with the use of
the programmable logic.
Acceleration into the
programmable logic also provides
an increase in determinism and a
lower latency compared to a CPU
or GPU set-up, which is very
important for applications such as
ECU and adas.
Library support
Many automotive applications are
developed using industry standard
open source libraries, for example
the use of Open CV or Caffe in
adas or standard maths libraries
within an ECU. To enable faster
development for these
applications, a system optimising
Page 23, November 2017

compiler needs to be able to
support several HLS libraries that
the developers can use in their
applications. There are several
key libraries that a compiler
should support, these include:

• Open CV: Ability to accelerate
computer vision functions;
• Caffe: Ability to accelerate
machine learning inference
engines;
• Maths library: Provides
synthesisable implementations of
the standard maths libraries;
• IP library: Provides IP libraries
for implementing FFT, FIR and
shift register LUT functions;
• Linear algebra library:
Provides a library of commonly
used linear algebra functions; and
• Arbitrary precision data types
library: Provides support for nonpower-of-two, arbitrary length
data using signed and unsigned
integers. This library allows
developers to use the FPGA’s
resources more efficiently.

Supplying these libraries provides
the development team with a
considerable boost as they do not
need to develop similar functions.
Real world example
One key element of many
automotive applications is
securing data to prevent

unauthorised modifications, which
may result in unsafe operation.
One common algorithm used to
secure both stored and transmitted
data is the AES advanced
encryption standard. AES is a
good example of an algorithm that
is described at a high level, but
best implemented in
programmable logic fabric.
To demonstrate the benefit of
using a system optimising
compiler, a simple AES 256
application targeted at three
commonly used operating systems
was developed. This example was
first executed only in the
processor system and then with
functions accelerated into the
programmable logic, as shown in
Table 1.
Conclusion
Heterogeneous SoCs are able to
address the challenges faced by
automotive electronic system
designers. System optimising
compliers enable the development
of these devices using a high-level
language, with the functional
partitioning between the processor
system and the programmable
logic able to be optimised once
the application functionality has
been developed and prototyped
using the processor, thus reducing
the development time and
producing a more secure,
responsive and power-efficient
system.
Giles Peckham is
regional marketing
director at Xilinx and

Adam Taylor is an
embedded systems
consultant
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HOP
TO IT
Max Odendahl discusses key multicore
and technology challenges faced with
autonomous vehicles and talks about
how the industry can catch-up with the
media hype through automation

A

recent news story from
Australia talked about
how software is being
developed for driverless cars to
enable them to avoid kangaroos
on the road. The animal is very
unpredictable and can hop quickly
in any direction, so General
Motors has taken to creating a
dummy kangaroo to try to forecast
the movements and implement
these into its automotive trials.
Volvo is also working on this
Vehicle Electronics

problem and says it’s large animal
detection system enables cars to
avoid European animals such as
deer and elk. However, their
movements are more stable, the
kangaroo is not so straightforward.
As a result, there are a team of
engineers in Australia gathering
information on the movements of
kangaroos.
This is a typical day in
autonomous driving, each

resulting in numerous media
stories from every corner of the
world. The marketing and public
relations efforts in the automotive
sector seem to have overtaken
engineering reality and the public,
without knowing the levels of
autonomy from zero to five, are
starting to believe that completely
driverless level five cars will be
available imminently from their
local dealer. Before we get to that
stage, engineers have many
pressing problems to solve,
including some even more
difficult than kangaroos.
Multicore
The biggest challenge from the
automotive industry is how is it
possible to squeeze all the
required power and processing
November 2017, Page 24
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Manufacturers need to reduce the space used by processors in the
boot; by optimising the performance of boards, the size, weight
and heat can be reduced
ability into a tiny embedded
computer that takes up as little
space as possible?
At the moment, multi-board
supercomputers take up the whole
boot. They are heavy and produce
a lot of heat, and are still one of
the major obstacles the OEMs and
tier-ones must address before
having a free boot can become a
reality. To change this, a real
understanding of system
behaviour in dynamic scenarios is
needed and the correct platform
chosen. This is easier said than
done as the demand for computing
power has never been as great.
Nobody knows which platform
will be able to deliver this power,
and if it is found, nobody knows
how to programme these untested
platforms. This is all combined
with the intense pressure to be the
first to deliver the mass-produced
vehicle the world seems to crave.
There is an assumption that
boards such as the NVidia PX
have the performance ability.
These are indeed raising the bar in
terms of processing power
available. To get the absolute best
Page 25, November 2017

out of these boards, it needs
software automation to take the
vast numbers of algorithms onto
such heterogeneous systems.
The first step should be to
analyse fully the code in a matter
of hours through automation
compared with months via manual
processing. If this can be done,
then the engineer is in a much
better position to move forward
with the project as it frees time to
focus on other tasks.
Once there is a complete
understanding of the code, the
engineers can seek to optimise the
distribution to the target platform.
By simulating techniques and
forecasting behaviour of the

software application, they can get
detailed feedback on the
execution flow. With this
information, they can really push
the performance, power and
memory constraints to increase
performance.
Then they are ready to
implement their software based on
this detailed and precise
information. It frees up space both
physically and electronically.
In some cases, after analysing,
optimising and looking to
implement the software, the
results may show that this is not
the most efficient way to proceed.
By having automated all of this,
the engineer has saved a lot of
time and money and can thus
reduce risks to deliver the project.
Deep learning
The second challenge is in terms
of deep learning and neural
networks. This area includes
forecasting the unpredictable, the
weather, construction works,
animals and, yes, the kangaroo.
Training a computer system to
reduce usage of datasets so it can
act faster and in smaller systems
is crucial in the development of
these vehicles.
There is a lot of research and
development and major
investment going into this area.

A big challenge is forecasting the unpredictable and this
can only be done by automating processes
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Audi already has the A8, the first level three car
The critical part is how to ensure
it doesn’t fail after training. It has
to be perfect. One early failure,
for example, such as a brake
applied too late could ruin the
reputation of a driverless car
before it has even begun,
especially given the media
watching every move. Take for
example the self-driving Uber
collision in Arizona earlier this
year; it was global news.
Again, by software technologies
automating these processes and
algorithms, and simulating them
relentlessly, it is the only way to
make absolutely sure this works
by optimising the performance of
new platforms.
Legislation
Finally, and not a software topic
but still something that needs to
be addressed, is legislation. Who
takes responsibility should
Vehicle Electronics

something go wrong? The OEM?
The tier one? The driver? It
depends on the level of autonomy,
but this potential legal minefield
needs to be clarified and often the
systems for this in some countries
are not that quick.
The USA is pressing ahead and
amending safety codes to speed
up the roll out of autonomous
vehicles and European countries
should slowly follow. Audi
already has the A8, the first level
three car, which is packed with
technology, cameras, radars and
sensors enabling controls such as
a traffic jam pilot. Still, this car is
not approved yet in Germany.
Different approvals will likely be
needed from different countries
and this can take time.
The strong safety case of erasing
human error and reducing
accidents is helping fuel the legal
processes. However, on the other

side, any accident or security
breach with the world watching
will also fuel the safety case
against autonomous vehicles.
Conclusion
There really is no better time to be
involved with software and
electronics in the automotive
sector. Engineers love solving
problems and creating a part of
the future, and this is a fascinating
era of advancement with which to
be involved. Autonomous cars are
certainly coming; the big question
is when. By automating processes
between software and hardware,
this can happen a lot sooner.

Max Odendahl
is the CEO and
co-founder of
Silexica.
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Bridge to the future

Tom Blackie discusses how
technology will influence
the future vehicle, its role
and its management
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Metrocab in London
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ehicles have undergone
significant changes since
their inception, but the
last few years have arguably seen
the most dynamic changes with
many more expected to come.
Plans to ban completely new
petrol and diesel cars in some
countries, the emergence of the
electric car and the growing hype
around the introduction of
autonomous vehicles are just
some of the latest notable updates.
However, the potential of vehicles
has opened up possibilities of
which many are not even aware.
Smart cities
With more of the world’s
population living in urban areas

than ever before, smart cities are
expected to alleviate some of the
congestion this will cause by
enabling efficient processes of
which vehicles – and vehicle
management – will be a key part.
For example, there will
eventually be everything from
cars exchanging data with smart
traffic lights that change in
response to the amount of traffic
and the type of vehicle ahead
through prioritising bikes ahead of
HGVs for safety, or ambulances
ahead of all other vehicles for
emergencies. In addition, there
will start to be the next stage of
fleet management, with control
centres using live data feeds from
vehicles and the surrounding

The Metrocab is creating a new journey experience for passengers
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environment to re-route vehicles
around predicted problems before
they happen and enabling fleets to
adapt their movements
continuously to compensate for
breakdowns or delays. This is
creating smart vehicles, which can
communicate with external
organisations and smart city
infrastructure to prevent gridlock
or dramatically improve delivery
times.
With this system, it could
become commonplace for nearby
lorries to pick up unexpected
loads in the event of a breakdown,
predict and avoid traffic, weather,
crime, roadblocks or maintenance
issues, making fleet management
and the wider transport networks
less congested and more efficient.
Connected taxi
With the emergence of ridesharing and similar businesses,
traditional taxi firms are
beginning to struggle to compete.
For example, San Francisco’s
biggest taxi firm Yellow Cab last
year had to file for bankruptcy
protection. However, this trend is
driving traditional taxi and
concierge services to transform
their offerings to beat the
competition, benefiting both the
industry and end user.
These more traditional taxi
firms will start to offer connected
cabs that let passengers do
anything from streaming
smartphone applications to in-cab
screens or receiving personalised,
location-based adverts on the
move.
One taxi firm – Metrocab – is
already building taxis that enable
passengers to stream emails and
music from tablets and phones to
in-cab screens and speakers and
Vehicle Electronics

The Bristol Bullet is an example of a vehicle that delivers a personalised app experience

let drivers receive real-time
weather or traffic alerts to their
dashboard via their phones to
reduce journey times, creating a
completely new journey
experience.

Monetise
With the connected vehicle
market expected to reach £120bn
by 2022, it’s no surprise that the
parties involved are looking for
new ways to profit from this
trend.
New technology upgrades that
cars will receive will provide an
opportunity for companies to
monetise drivers and passengers
Vehicle Electronics

in ways that were not possible
before. These vehicles are
generating a treasure-trove of
journey and user experience data
that can be used to make journeys
safer or more entertaining, or even
shared with insurance companies.
The possibilities mean that
eventually vehicles could receive
personalised, location-based
adverts; dealerships could
remotely connect to car
dashboards to fix vehicle faults in
real time or issue remote upgrades
on the move.
This could also mean that the
role of the vehicle could change in
the way that the role of the mobile

phone has, from providing one
function – for a phone, it was
making calls, and for a car, it was
to help a person get from one
destination to another – to a tool
that plays an active part in day-today choices. For example,
passengers and drivers could be
advised of the best nearby beaches
on a sunny day, or in the evening
they could be directed to nearby
restaurants.
Remote operation
Hauliers are also being
increasingly required to carry
goods across longer distances,
with greater speed and efficiency
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most likely next step in the
progression to vehicles being
driven without humans. This
could mean that buses and cars
could soon be remotely guided
through cities from control
centres, and if they encounter any
problems, they could have a
function that automatically
informs an operator who could
remotely view the car cameras to
assess and resolve an issue.

Current remote access technology via in-vehicle screens is enabling
a range of different uses for both the driver and passenger
and at a lower cost to the
environment. Many of them have
been using real-time telematics to
monitor data to help with
decisions about the health of
vehicles, or the best routes.
However, there will soon be more
real-time remote intervention in
vehicles. With remote access
capabilities, more remote
correction and re-calibration of
environmental or safety defects
could occur, and there could be
remote, real-time regulation of
software failures and fuel use, as
well as the health, speed and
location.
Emerging remote access
technology is set to give fleet
managers the power to log into
vehicles and calibrate instruments
and fix defects in real time.
Future auto technicians could
remotely view instrument clusters
to see if a vital tyre pressure
reading is inaccurate and connect
into the vehicle to re-calibrate the
Page 31, November 2017

sensor and correct the reading.
They could even intervene to fix
cargo safety faults. For example,
an impending breakdown in a
chilled cargo refrigeration unit
could be corrected by remotely
triggering an emergency cooling
system to keep food safe.
Similarly, technicians will be
able to see in real time if vehicle
emissions are exceeding
emissions targets, and a control
centre could then remotely inject
larger amounts of Ad Blue into
the exhaust to counterbalance this.
There has already been an
increased demand to implement
web-based platforms for
technicians to be able to monitor,
calibrate and fix vehicles remotely
at all times from any location.
While driverless vehicles are
being tested, the reality is that
they will not be on our roads and
used by all in the next couple of
years. The use of teleoperation on
the other hand is likely to be the

Cyber security
The same applies to the
management of cyber security.
With cyber threats for vehicles
growing, there will soon be IT
teams and cyber experts remotely
logging in to car dashboards to
monitor or patch cyber
vulnerabilities as second nature,
as and when they arise, thereby
limiting the chance of more
serious consequences.
Conclusion
Ultimately, while there will be
many changes to the design of
vehicles, the management and
upkeep of vehicles, and the role
they will play, the biggest
evolution we’ll see is how
vehicles put more power back into
the hands of the consumers that
use them, and the technicians that
maintain them. The future vehicle
will be part of a vast adaptive
smart city ecosystem exchanging
a continuous mass of real-time
data to make journeys safer,
smoother, and more efficient and
entertaining than ever before.
Tom Blackie is
head of
automotive at
Real VNC
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Switching regulator
lowers EMI emissions

Separation kernel hypervisor
moves to Arm architecture
The latest version of
LynxSecure brings the
separation kernel hypervisor to the Arm architecture, providing military-grade security coupled with virtualisation to
multi-core Arm SoCbased designs. The initial
port for LynxSecure 6.0
will be available on the
Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+
MPSoC.
Version 6.0 adds support for the Arm v8-A architecture to existing Intel

x86 support, offering the
virtualisation and hardware protection capabilities that allow it to offer
real-time performance
while maintaining security. It supports the 64bit
architecture of Arm v8-A,
and allows 32 and 64bit
virtualised guest OSes to
run without modification.
It provides core-toguest OS affinity, support
for multi-core guest
OSes, and core sharing
across multiple guest

OSes, enabling developers to take advantage of
multi-core systems.
LynxSecure uses the
MMU, SMMU and virtualisation
capabilities
found on Cortex-A
processors to isolate OSes
and applications, and allows access only to the
devices allocated to them.
This isolation allows for
efficient security to be
built into the next generation of connected devices by separating the

Connector on the rails
A connector from Harting
is designed for high-current transmission with a
high power density, making it suitable for use in
rail vehicles.
The Han 34 HPR housings and retaining frames
are designed in such a
way that a connector is

now available that can accommodate four 650A
contacts alongside one
another in a single interface. This more than doubles the connector’s
current-carrying capacity
compared with the next
HPR connector size
down. However, the
housing width is only a
third more than the
smaller alternative.
The connector is available in an angled version
for inter-car transitions
and a straight version for
connections to traction
units.
The housing also allows
12 individual Han-Modular modules to be inserted
as an alternative to the
650A contacts.
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Until now, two housings equipped with six
Han-Modular individual
modules each had to be
used to obtain a comparable power supply.
The Han-Modular series has more than 100
different inserts for the
transmission of power,
signals and data, enabling
a wide range of combinations.
Intelligent modules in
the smart Han range complete the offering, including an ID module that
gives rail components an
identity that can be called
up on networks.
In addition, networks
can be extended by integrating the US4 four-port
Ethernet switch.

connected domain from
other critical computing
domains and protecting
the system from IT-borne
threats.
The Xilinx MPSoC
contains four Cortex-A53
cores, as well as FPGA
fabric. The device was
chosen for its broad market applicability, early
customer interest, and the
long-term relationship between Lynx and Xilinx
that made the initial port
very smooth.
LynxSecure’s ability to
run different environments of mixed criticality
on the same SoC is very
synergistic with Xilinx’s
approach of hardware
separation between the
FPGA fabric and the onchip processor cores and
it offers developers a
flexible approach to supporting critical computing
functions.
Version 6.0 supports
unmodified and para-virtualised guest operating
systems as well as the
ability to run bare-metal
applications directly on
LynxSecure.
Initially
verified operating systems include Linux (Buildroot
and
Xilinx
Petalinux), Lynxos-178
for avionics safety-critical applications and Etas
RTA-OS for automotive
Autosar applications.

An edgebond adhesive
from Zymet can enhance
board level reliability in
automotive and other
harsh environments.
BGAs that have corners
and edges bonded with
the UA-3307-B adhesive
have passed more than
2000 cycles of -40 to
+125˚C thermal cycling
without failure. Large
WLPs, exceeding 8mm in
size, have passed more
than 1500 cycles.
These results are attributable to the adhesive’s
high Tg, +149˚C, and low
CTE, 15ppm/˚C.
Using the adhesive
rather than introducing an
underfill under the component means board preheat and dwell time are
not needed for underfill
flow.
There is also no risk of
underfill voids caused by
flux residues impeding
flow. And, there is no risk
of underfill and fluxresidue chemical incompatibility affecting the
underfill cure.
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Edgebond
adhesive

A dual 4A, 42V input
synchronous step-down
switching
regulator’s
Silent Switcher 2 architecture uses four internal
input capacitors as well as
two internal BST and a
single INTVcc capacitor
to reduce the area of the
hot loops.
With controlled switching edges and an internal
construction using copper
pillars in lieu of bond
wires and an integral
ground plane, the Linear
Technology, part of Analog Devices, LT8650S’s
design cuts EMI emissions. This improved
EMI performance is not
sensitive to PCB layout,
simplifying design and
reducing risk even with
two layer PCBs.
The device can pass the
automotive Cispr 25 class
five peak EMI limits with
a 2MHz switching frequency over its entire
load range. Spread spectrum frequency modulation is also available to
lower EMI levels further.
The synchronous rectification delivers efficiency up to 94.6% with a
switching frequency of
2MHz. Its 3.0 to 42V
input voltage range suits
automotive and industrial
applications. The internal
high efficiency switches

can deliver up to 4A of
continuous output current
simultaneously and up to
6A peak loads on either
channel to output voltages down to 0.8V.
Burst mode operation
ensures only 6.2µA of
quiescent current for both
channels, suited to applications such as automotive always-on systems
that require extended operating battery life. The
minimum on-time of
40ns enables 2MHz constant frequency switching
from a 16V input to a 2V
output, letting designers
optimise efficiency while
avoiding noise-sensitive
frequency bands.
The 32-lead 4 by 6mm
LQFN package and high
switching
frequency
keeps external inductors
and capacitors small, providing a compact, thermally efficient footprint.
The device uses internal
top and bottom power
switches with the neces-

sary boost diodes, oscillator, control and logic circuitry integrated into a
single die. Low ripple
burst mode operation
maintains efficiency at
low output currents while
keeping output ripple
below 10mV p-p.
For applications requiring fast transient response
or current sharing of the
two channels, external
VC pins are available.
For the lowest noise, it
can be programmed to
run in forced continuous
mode over the entire load
range with spread spectrum frequency modulation.
Its
switching
frequency is programmable and synchronisable
from 300kHz to 3MHz.
Its current mode topology enables fast transient
response and loop stability. Features include a die
temperature
monitor,
power good flags, output
soft-start and tracking,
and thermal protection.
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Tool enables IC test
and diagnosis in-system

The Tessent Mission- automation and on-chip an automotive electronics
Mode from Mentor pro- IP for enabling semicon- system to be tested and
vides a combination of ductor chips throughout diagnosed at any point
during a vehicle’s functional operation. This
helps achieve the safety
and long-term reliability
requirements demanded
A low power consump- standby and active use in by ISO 26262.
It provides the infration photocoupler housed automotive applications.
in a five-pin 3.7 by 7.0 by Supply current is 0.3mA. structure for system softThe device provides ware-based access to any
2.2mm SO6 package is
available from Toshiba safety isolation with test and diagnosis capa5.0mm minimum creep- bilities integrated within
Electronics.
The TLX9310 is for age and clearance dis- an automotive chip. An
high-speed communica- tances and a 3.75kV RMS in-system test (IST) contions in automotive, espe- minimum isolation volt- troller integrated into the
cially for battery manage- age. The propagation chip drives an internal
delay of up to 250ns per- IEEE 1687 (IJTag) access
ment systems (BMS).
The integration of a mits use in high-speed network to communicate
to any IJTag-compliant
high-power
infra-red communications.
The operating tempera- IP. In particular, the IST
LED and high-gain, highspeed photo IC chip re- ture of -40 to +105˚C controller supports all
duces power consum- makes the photocoupler Tessent design-for-test
ption to below a quarter suitable for demanding products including memof the firm’s TLX9304, automotive applications. ory BIST, logic BIST and
Mass production shipTLX9376 and TLX9378
devices, both during ments have commenced.

Photocoupler suits
BMS communications

EDT logic.
The IST controller also
provides a communications path to outside the
chip through a generic
CPU interface. This interface can be adapted to
work with any CPU bus
protocol typically used in
automotive systems, such
as Ethernet, Can or I2C.
The on-chip infrastructure is programmable, allowing any number of
different test sequences to
be applied as needed. The
tool automates the integration and full verification of this infrastructure
as well as automating the
generation of all CPU instructions necessary to
run any tests and extract
any diagnostic results.
It is delivered with an
ISO 26262 software tool
qualification report that
can simplify Asil device
certification. All Tessent
software tool qualification reports are certified
by SGS-TÜV Saar.

USB smart hub ICs enable
smartphone infotainment
Five USB 2.0 smart hub
ICs from Microchip provide options for car makers to provide an
intelligent connection between the car’s display
and one or more smartphones or tablets; they
meet consumer demand
for intuitive systems.
The USB4xxx devices
enable multiple architectures so manufacturers
can implement their design of choice to interface
with all major smartphone operating systems.
These allow the graphical user interface of the
phone or tablet to be
displayed on the vehicle’s
screen and enable integration with voice commands inside the car,
all while simultaneously
charging the mobile

devices.
They also let driver assistance applications on
mobile handsets be integrated with a vehicle’s infotainment system.
The smart hub ICs
allow cascading of the
hubs to the second- and
third-row seats with simultaneous data and
charging in all ports. For
example, if there are dual

USB ports, one port can
connect the phone or
tablet to the head unit,
leaving the other port free
to charge and upload or
download data.
With the USB4914,
USB4916, USB4925 and
USB4927s, car manufacturers can customise
products to meet their design needs. As the car becomes more of an

Radar testers previewed in Nuremberg

At last month’s European
Microwave Week in
Nuremberg, Rohde &
Schwarz previewed the
AREG100A automotive
radar echo generator for
testing radar sensors in
production. This supports
automotive radar bands
24, 76 and 79GHz. Up to
three customer-definable
fixed radar distances plus
an optional Doppler offPage 35, November 2017

set for simulation of radial velocity make it a
suitable for production
testing.
Together with the
ATS1000 shielded chamber and the QuickStep
test execution software, it
ensures fail-safe testing
of automotive radar sensors. With this setup, endof-line testing becomes a
standardised, conclusive

process to ensure continuous quality control of
radar sensors.
Thanks to its small footprint and low weight, the
instrument can be integrated into existing test
racks for final inspection
of the integrated radar
sensor at the OEM’s manufacturing sites.
The firm has also developed the QAR radome
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scanner to characterise
the performance of automotive radar covers such
as emblem radomes and
car bumpers. It uses an
imaging technique that allows very fast measurement of the reflectivity of
the device under test.
Car makers can now
precisely localise and
identify material errors or
inhomogeneous material

that might impact the sensor’s performance. A
complete
frequency
sweep from 75 to 82GHz
is used to measure material attenuation in the 77
and 79GHz radar ranges.
With both sets of measurements, it provides the
analysis required for future radar generations. It
is scheduled to be available early next year.

entertainment environment, manufacturers can
create ways to allow consumers, for example, to
use one phone for navigation and another for
music or video.
All five provide unique
USB configurations including single- and dualbus implementations for
optimal connection to infotainment systems.
The devices operate
with standard USB drivers present in most automotive head units for
faster development, system validation and field
updates. Each device also
contains an integrated
32bit microcontroller for
bridging, audio application support and USB
power delivery.
A demonstration application board and evaluation board are available
for each of the ICs. This
board emulates a system
that a tier one supplier or
OEM would use in the
application.
A USB power delivery
application shows charging for the USB PD 3.0
specification.
The
USB4715,
USB4914 and USB4925
come in 48-pin QFN
packages
and
the
USB4916 and USB4927
in 64-pin QFN packages.
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Image SoCs suit rear and
surround view cameras

Bringing 3D graphics
to entry-level cars
An infotainment systemon-chip (SoC) from Renesas expands the use of
3D graphics instrument
clusters to entry-class
cars.
By adopting the R-Car
D3, system developers
can re-use their 3D graphics development assets,
including software and
graphics designs from
high-end vehicles that
adopt R-Car H3 or R-Car
M3 SoCs, in entry-level
vehicles. This scalability
enables development of
easy-to-use and high visibility entry cluster 3D
graphics at approximately
the same cost as existing
2D clusters.

Leveraging a graphics
core from Imagination
Technologies – the Power
VR 8XE – the SoC
achieves approximately
six times improved drawing performance compared with the existing
3D graphics R-Car D1.
This allows system developers to reuse content
created for high-end cars
in entry class cars.
The SoC uses a BGA
package so developers
can create 3D clusters
using low-cost, four-layer
PCBs, reducing costs. RCar D3 reference boards
also use four-layer PCBs,
and Renesas provides the
design data as reference

data to simplify the design.
Since the SoC has low
power consumption, developers can configure a
power supply circuit
using a relatively inexpensive discrete power
supply regulator.
Since a cluster system
can be configured with
one DDR sdram, it is possible to reduce cost by approximately 40 per cent
compared with 3D cluster

Transformer senses current
A current sense transformer from Coilcraft can
sense current up to 40A
over a frequency range of
400Hz to 1MHz and provides 4kV RMS isolation
voltage between

the sense and output
windings.
The CST2020 provides
reinforced insulation per
UL 60950-1.
It provides output feedback for load current
measurement and control
in switching power supplies and overload
and
short-circuit
protection.
Qualified to AECQ200 grade one for -40
to +125˚C, it suits au-
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tomotive
applications
such as current measurement in traction motor
and battery management
systems. It can also be
used in 48V vehicle systems.
Other applications include aerospace power
management, three-phase
solar inverters, industrial
motor controls and other
places requiring high isolation between the sense
and output windings.
The series is available
with four turns ratios
from 1:7 to 1:3 and with a
sense
resistance
of
0.00084Ω.

systems that include the
existing R-Car D1, making the total development
cost equivalent to the existing 2D cluster.
The automatic memory
calibration function of the
DDR sdram eliminates
the need for timing adjustment of data transfer.
The device uses Open
GL ES 3.1 for 3D graphics drawing, which enables scalability with
third-generation R-Car
devices. It uses the same
2D graphics core as the
RH850/D1M microcontroller for 2D graphics applications. This assures
that users will be able to
reuse all their software
assets and design content
assets development from
applications ranging from
2D clusters to high-end
3D clusters.
It supports ISO 26262
Asil B functional safety,
and provides a functional
safety support programme for implementing safe driving support
systems.
Samples are available
now. Mass production is
scheduled for September
2019.
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Targeting the automotive
imaging sector, On Semiconductor has announced
two integrated 1.0Mpixel
cmos image sensors. The
parts provide a complete
product with the image
sensor and processing
functionality integrated
within a low power SoC
that simplifies and speeds
adoption in applications
such as rear and surround
view cameras.
PCB space savings of
more than 30% can be
achieved compared with
using discrete sensor and
processor components.
This helps designers implement cameras without
impacting vehicle styling
or aesthetics.
The AS0140
and
AS0142 are 0.635cm for-

mat devices capable of
supporting 45fps throughput at full resolution or
60fps at 720p.
Features include distortion correction, multicolour overlays and
analogue (NTSC) and
digital (Ethernet) interfaces. Both SoCs enhance
image quality by making
use of adaptive local tone
mapping to eliminate artifacts that impinge on the
acquisition process.
A dynamic range of
93dB allows the devices
to operate in high and low
light applications. They
provide
multi-camera
synchronisation support,
which increases their
value to automotive design engineers as the
number of cameras in-
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stalled on vehicles continues to rise.
When running at 30fps
in high dynamic range
mode, they consume
530mW. Operating tem-
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perature is -40 to +105˚C.
Engineering samples
are here now. The
AS0140 will be in production this year, and the
AS0142 early next year.
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